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Current music recommendation systems can explore the general relationship between the users and songs to recommendmusic to
the users; however, they cannot distinguish the different preferences of different users for the same song. For example, a user may
like a song because of the singer, while another user will like it not for the singer but just because of the composition of the song or
its melody. A recommender system that knows this difference would be more effective in recommending music to the users. To
this end, this paper proposes a music recommendation model based on multilayer attention representation, which learns song
representations from multidimensions using user-attribute information and song content information, and mines the preference
relationship between users and songs. In order to distinguish the differences in user preferences for multidomain features of songs,
a feature-dependent attention network is designed; in order to distinguish the differences in user preferences for different
historical behaviors and to explore the temporal dependence of user behaviors, a song-dependent attention network is designed.
Finally, the SoftMax function is used to calculate the distribution of users’ preferences for candidate songs and is used to generate
recommendations. (e experimental results on 30Music and MIGU datasets show that the proposed model achieves significant
improvement in recall and MRR compared with the current recommendation models.

1. Introduction

(e popularity of streaming music has brought users great
freedom and unlimited access to music content, such as
Last.fm, Pandora, QQ Music, NetEase Cloud Music, and
MIGU Music. For these music platforms, one of the main
challenges is how to recommend songs to target users, let
users quickly find their favorite songs from the massive
library, and improve their listening experience. In recent
years, with the collection of massive user-listening behavior
data, recommendation systems have been successfully applied
in social multimedia platforms. (erefore, streaming music
platforms have also introduced recommendation systems to
varying degrees, mining users’ music preferences based on
their listening behavior and recommending songs that users
may like. Collaborative filtering based on nearest neighbors is
the first recommendation algorithm used in song recom-
mendation, which generates recommendations based on
calculating the nearest neighbors of users or songs in terms of

behavior and achieves good recommendation results. How-
ever, user-behavior data in streaming music platforms usually
obey the long-tail distribution, with 20% of popular songs
aggregating 80% of listening behaviors [1], which leads the
platform to recommend a large number of disliked popular
songs to users in a specific scenario, i.e., the popularity bias,
while those songs that are rarely listened to by users or new on
the shelves are difficult to be recommended to target users. In
addition, the number of songs that users have listened to is
extremely small compared to themassivemusic library, which
tends to cause the problem of the sparsity of user behavior
data. To solve these problems, researchers proposed a model-
based collaborative filteringmethod [2, 3], which uses a vector
of intermediate implicit factors to connect users and songs
and predicts users’ preferences for songs by dot product
operations. Although this approach reduces the data sparsity
problem and popularity bias to some extent, it is still based on
a single interaction behavior of users and ignores the dif-
ference in users’ preferences for song content features.
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(e streaming music platform contains not only a large
amount of user behavior data but also records metadata of
songs, such as artists, lyrics, genres, covers, and audio. (ese
metadata can be used to design new recommendation
models and improve the recommendation accuracy of the
models. (e content filtering method [4] makes up for the
shortage of collaborative filtering by mining the content
features of songs that users have listened to recommend
songs that are similar to them. However, content filtering
ignores the “synergy law” among users because similar songs
have similar properties and similar users have similar
preferences. (erefore, how to combine the advantages of
both approaches to construct more efficient recommenda-
tion algorithms has become an urgent probl em for academia
and industry. (e early brute-force fusion model is a greedy
strategy to select the songs with the highest expected user
ratings to generate a safer recommendation list, which
brings long-term suboptimal problems because users’ music
preferences are estimated based on existing knowledge,
ignoring the influence of those unknown knowledge on
users’ preferences, such as temporal dependencies and
contextual information.

In recent years, domestic and foreign researchers have
also proposed hybrid recommendation algorithms based on
session and context [5, 6] to fully exploit the influence of
unknown knowledge on music preferences and improve
recommendation quality. (ese methods only consider the
user’s contextual information and temporal relationships in
the current session at the global level and lack the under-
standing of fine-grained features. For example, users have
different interest points for different songs in the list of
listened songs, and there are differences in what different
users pay attention to the same song.

To this end, this paper proposes a recommendation
model (HARM) based on multilayer attention representa-
tion, which uses user-attribute information and song con-
tent information to learn the embedded representation of
songs from multiple dimensions and mine the user’s pref-
erence features for songs. Specifically, in order to distinguish
the differential preferences of users on multidomain features
of songs, a user-feature-dependent attention network is
designed. To distinguish the differences of different his-
torical behaviors on user preferences and to explore the
temporal dependencies of behaviors, a song-dependent at-
tention network is designed. Finally, the SoftMax function is
used to calculate the distribution of users’ preferences for
candidate songs and is used to generate recommendations.
In addition, to be able to extract audio content features,
CNN networks are pretrained using genre label data of songs
and then combined with recommendation tasks for su-
pervised learning optimization for learning song audio
representations.

(e main contributions of the paper include the
following:

We propose a song recommendation model based on
multilayer attention representation which is comprised of
three parts.

(1) First, we build a user-based attention network to
learn song representations.

(2) (en, we build a song-based attention network to
learn user preference representations based on the
song representations listened to by users.

(3) Finally, we use the learned user-preference repre-
sentations and song representations to predict the
probability of users’ preferences for candidate songs
and recommend the top N songs with higher scores
to users.

(e rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the relevant work in the subject

of recommender systems for music and other purposes.
Section 3 discusses in detail the proposed recommendation
model based on multilayer attention representation.
Section 4 describes the experimental setup and the experi-
ments carried out. Section 5 analyzes the experimental re-
sults, and section 6 is the conclusion of our work.

2. Related Work

Both collaborative and content filtering-based models rely
on behavioral data of user-item interactions, which leads
these models to focus only on the long-term static prefer-
ences of users. (ere are extremely strong correlations and
causality in the user’s behavioral sequences. Sequence
mining is the earliest approach to mining temporal rela-
tionships, inferring the future behavior of users by mining
the sequential relationships between items in a session. (e
Markov chain model is the most classical method of se-
quential relationship mining [7], which predicts the next
behavior of a household by calculating the probability of
single-step transfer between behaviors. User behavior is
often influenced by multistep dependencies, and in order to
mine such influences, higher-order Markov chain models
[8] consider more dependencies of previous behaviors.
However, the large number of states in the multistep de-
pendency calculation process leads to the excessive com-
putational effort. In addition, the user-behavior data is
extremely sparse, leading to inaccurate recommendation
results. To solve the computational complexity problem
under multiple behaviors, Li et al. [9] proposed a state-space
model based on the sequence of item attributes to alleviate
the problem of state-space explosion; Kolivand et al. [10]
proposed a temporal recommendation model based on
matrix decomposition to generate the next recommendation
item based on the interaction between session and candidate
items; Gao et al. [11] proposed a FISM model that performs
matrix decomposition of the item-item colinear matrix
without learning explicit user representations. In general,
these Markov models based on matrix decomposition only
consider the action relations in lower-order cases and cannot
solve the interactions in higher-order cases, and at the same
time, they ignore the behavioral order dependencies within
and between sessions. Recommendation systems have
widely been used in different areas for different services and
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applications, such as wellness [12] and recommendations of
machine learning algorithms for learning model creation
[13]. (ey have also been widely used for video recom-
mendation on online platforms. Davidson et al. [14] dis-
cussed the video recommendation system used by YouTube
to recommend videos to users. Deldjoo et al. [15] focused on
the visual features of videos in the context of recommen-
dation systems and proposed a content-based video rec-
ommendation system. Sun [16] proposed VideoReach, a
video recommendation system by finding a list of relevant
videos in terms of relevance such as textual, visual and aural
relevance, and user click through.

3. RecommendationModel Based onMultilayer
Attention Representation

In this paper, we improve the quality of song recommen-
dation by building a recommendation model based on
multilayer attention representation. (e proposed model is
comprised of three parts including song coding, user coding,
and prediction. First, we build a user-based attention
network to learn song representations; then, we build a song-
based attention network to learn user-preference repre-
sentations based on the song representations listened to by
users; finally, we use the learned user-preference repre-
sentations and song representations to predict the proba-
bility of users’ preferences for candidate songs and
recommend the top N songs with higher scores to users. (e
framework of the harm model is shown in Figure 1.

3.1. Song Coding. At present, the coding method of songs
usually uses embedded representation technology to map
the unique representation of users listening to songs into
dense semantic feature vectors and take them as the coding
features of songs.(is coarse-grained codingmethod cannot
describe the fine-grained features of songs. (is leads to
inaccurate song recommendations. Users’ preferences for a
song are usually affected by multidomain features, such as
song genre, singer, and audio melody. In addition, different
users tend to pay different attention to the preferences of the
same song. (erefore, it is necessary to distinguish users’
different preferences for song features from the fine-grained
level. (erefore, the song coding in the harm model consists
of three parts: embedded representation of discrete features,
extraction of audio semantic features, and user-based at-
tention network.

For the discrete eigenvalue xij of the j-th domain of song
I, firstly, the unique heat representation is used to generate a
high-dimensional sparse eigenvector fij∈1×|fij |.

|fij| represents the number of discrete values in the j-th
domain. Using the embedded representation technology, the
sparse features are mapped to fij to the dense semantic
space, that is, eij � f ijEj,Ej∈|fij|×Ni is the embedded repre-
sentation matrix of the j-th domain, which is obtained
throughmodel training and optimization, andNj represents
the embedded dimension. For the audio content, it is rep-
resented by xik+1. Firstly, the audio signal is transformed into

the frequency domain by discrete Fourier transform. (e
corresponding color sound spectrum is generated for each
song. (e depth of the sound spectrum represents the sound
size at this frequency, and the length and width represent the
time and frequency. Due to different playing time of each
song, the color sound spectrum of each song is divided into
multiple 256× two hundred and fifty-six. Finally, the se-
mantic content representation is extracted from the song
audio by using the pretrained VGG16 network model based
on ImageNet dataset eik+1.

In the actual scene, different users pay attention to the
same song from different perspectives. For example, some
users pay attention to the singer of the song, while others pay
attention to the style or melody of the song. In addition, even
the same characteristics of the same song contribute signif-
icantly to different user preferences. (erefore, in order to
distinguish the importance of the characteristics of different
domains of songs to different users, this paper proposes a
user-based attention network based on the user’s feature
representation. (e contribution of different domain features
is recognized and strengthened. (e user’s feature repre-
sentation is composed of multiple user features. (erefore,
firstly, the user’s ID, age, gender, and other features are
mapped to the dense representation space and then spliced to
obtain the user-embedded feature vector. eit∈1×D, where De

represents the dimension of the feature vector.(en, the user-
preference vector is calculated by using the full connection
layer. q∈1×Dq, where Dq represents the dimension of the user-
preference vector. (e calculation formula is

q � ReLu V × eu + bu( , (1)

where b∈1×Dq v∈Dc×Dq is the model parameter. In this net-
work, the user-preference vector q is used as the query, the
embedded representation of each domain in the song is used
as the key-value pair, and the attention mechanism is used to
calculate the weight of each domain feature. Specifically, the
formal calculation method of the weight aj of the j-th do-
main of song I is

ri � 
K+1

k�1
ajeij. (2)

All songs in the user-listening sequence are encoded
according to the above method so as to obtain the song
feature representation sequence of the user-listening se-
quence, R � [r1, r2, . . . , rL], where L represents the sequence
length, R∈Nj×L.

3.2. User Code. (e purpose of user coding is to learn the
user’s preference representation from the music feature
representation listened to by the user. Many methods can be
used to learn the user’s preference representation, including
the method based on weighted pooling [17], the method
based on the attention mechanism [18], and the method
based on the cyclic neural network [19]. In this paper, the
user-based attention network is used to learn the user-
preference representation. Specifically, the self-attention
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network is used to learn the fine-grained timing dependence
between users listening to songs.

In order to capture the timing dependence of the user’s
listening behavior, each position L in the user’s listening
sequence is encoded, represented by cl, and all position
codes of the listening sequence are represented by matrix
c � [c1, c2, . . . , cL], C∈Nj×L. (erefore, the song represen-
tation with position coding in the user’s listening sequence
can be represented as F � C⊕R, where ⊕ is an element level
addition operation, F∈Nj×L.

Considering the song feature representation f in the
sequence as the queryQ, key K and value of the self-attention
mechanism, and using the fully connected network to
transform f nonlinearly, the relationship weight matrix
between music listening behavior is expressed as

A � Softmax
QKT

���
Nj

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠,

Q � η FTW0
+ Bq ,

K � η FTWK
+ Bk .

(3)

Among them, η (·) is a nonlinear activation function. In
this paper, the ReLU function is used to increase the

nonlinear ability; WQ∈Ni×Ni,WK∈Ni×Ni,Bq∈L×NiBk∈L×Ni, is
the model parameter;

���
Nj


scale is the dot multiplication

operation.(e output of equation (4) is L×On this basis, the
output of the attention network is a matrix of L × Ni, which
is defined as

O � AF
T
. (4)

In order to obtain the user’s global preference repre-
sentation, this paper splices the behavior representation of
equation (5) at each time and then uses the fully connected
network to learn the user’s global preference representation,
which is expressed as

ui � concat O1,O2, . . . ,OL( WU
, (5)

where concat is a vector splicing function, Wu∈L×Ni.

3.3. Prediction and Training. For the target song St in the
candidate set, firstly, the target song t is encoded by using the
method in Section 3.1 to obtain the encoded representation
rt of the song. In this paper, the user’s preference probability
for the target song is calculated by using the SoftMax
function, which is expressed as
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Figure 1: Framework of harm model.
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P St | ui(  �
exp uir

T
t 


|V|
l exp uir

T
l 

, (6)

whereV is the number of songs in the candidate set, and ui is
the user-preference representation vector. Given the training
set χ � 〈HL

i ,ui, St〉 , the joint probability distribution can
be expressed as

Pθ(χ) � 
x∈χ

exp uir
T
t 


|V|
l exp uir

T
l 

. (7)

Parameter θ � E,V,Wq,Wℓ,WK,WU, bq,Bq,Bk  can
be learned by minimizing the conditional log likelihood
probability, i.e.,

L � 
x∈χ

P St | ui(  − λθ. (8)

Directly optimizing equation (8) is very time consuming
because it is necessary to calculate the SoftMax function for
all songs. (erefore, referring to work [20], this paper uses
the negative sampling technology to improve the model
optimization speed and approximate the original objective
function L. (e target loss function after transformation is

L � 
x∈χ

logσ uir
T
t  + k · Ej′∼Gj

logσ uir
T
t   − λθ. (9)

Among them, σ Is the activation function, K is the
number of negative samples sampled according to the noise
distribution GI, and GI is expressed by the distribution
frequency of users listening to songs. Finally, the random
gradient descent method is used to train the model.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experimental Data. (is paper selects two datasets,
30music and MIGU, to verify the proposed model. 30music
dataset [1] is an extended dataset based on last.fm, which
contains attribute information of users and songs, as well as
complete session information.(eMIGU dataset is a private
dataset provided by MIGU music. It contains the song
metadata and user-characteristic data required by themodel.
In order to facilitate the experiment, the original dataset is
cleaned. For the 30music dataset, the playback events have
been deleted that lack the user or song attribute information
in the original session information. Only the session in-
formation with playback events greater than 10 is retained.
(en, the audio file corresponding to the song is captured on
last.fm. Finally, 313,941 sessions and 4,267,295 playback
records are generated, including 13,535 users and 27,302
songs, with an average of 13 playback events per session. For
the MIGU dataset, only the complete records of user or song
attribute information in playback events are retained. It is
ensured that the time interval between adjacent playback
events in the session is less than 200 s and retained the
playback events with a listening time less than 30% or 20 s.
Finally, 1,374,236 sessions and 17,621,958 playback records
are generated, including 41,407 users and 1,926,590 songs,
with an average of 12 playback events per session.

4.2. Comparison Method. (is paper selects the following
advanced recommendation algorithms to compare with the
proposed model.

(1) NARM [17]: It is a hybrid encoder, which uses the
attention mechanism to model the user’s continuous
behavior, capture the user’s intention from the
current session, and then combine the intention into
a unified session representation to calculate the
recommendation score of each candidate.

(2) SASRec [21]: A sequence model based on self at-
tention. (e model first identifies relevant items in
the user’s operation history and then uses them to
predict the next preferred item.

(3) Gru4rec [22]: RNN is applied to the field of a rec-
ommendation system for the first time. (e model
introduces session parallelism, output sampling
based on small batch, and sorting the loss function.

(4) Improved-gru4rec [23]: Based on the gru4rec model,
strategies such as data expansion and considering the
time change of user behavior are added to improve
the model performance.

4.3. Evaluation Method. In this paper, recall and MRR in-
dicators are used to measure the recommendation effect of
the proposed model and the comparison model. Recall: it is
defined as the proportion between the songs in the rec-
ommendation list and all the songs users like.

Recall@N �
1

D
Test






u∈DD

S
pre
u ∩D

Test
u

D
Test
u




. (10)

Among them, S
pre
u represents the list of the first n songs

recommended by user u, DTest
u represents the list of songs in

the test set, and |DTest
u | represents the number of samples of

user u in the test set.
MRR: recall only measures whether the user’s favorite

songs appear in the recommendation list without consid-
ering the ranking factor. MRR is a sort measurement index,
which is defined as

MRR �
1

|U|


|U|

i

1
ranki

. (11)

Among them, |U| represents the number of users, and
ranki represents the ranking position of the ith song in the
recommendation list of user u in the real list.

(e model training is carried out on a 4-core high-
performance NVIDIA GPU server, and each GPU contains
24GB video memory. (e comparison method and the
model proposed in this paper are implemented based on the
TensorFlow framework of python, and the model super-
parameters are obtained by the cross-validation method.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis

5.1. Comparative Analysis. In order to evaluate the accuracy
of the harmmodel and comparison model, tests were carried
out on 30music and MIGU datasets, respectively. Recall and
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MRR were used to measure the recommended quality. (e
number of recommended songs n ranged from 5 to 30 with
an interval of 5. In order to eliminate the instability of single
experimental results, this paper repeated 10 experiments and
took the average of experimental results as the final eval-
uation result.

Figure 2 shows the recall experimental results of the
harmmodel and comparison model on 30music andMIGU
datasets. (e experimental results show that recall @ 20
improves 49% on the 30music dataset and 44% on the

MIGU dataset compared with the traditional model (BPR).
Compared with the time series models (gru4rec and im-
proved-gru4rec), recall @ 20 improves 44% and 32% on the
30music dataset and 33% and 24% on the MIGU dataset,
respectively. Compared with the attention model (NARM
and Sasrec), recall @ 20 increased by 28% and 21% on the
30music dataset and 24% and 17% on the MIGU dataset,
respectively.

(e MRR indexes of the models are also evaluated. (e
performance of MRR indexes of each model on 30music and
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Figure 2: Recall results of the harm model and comparison model on 30music and MIGU datasets. (a) 30music dataset. (b) MIGU dataset.
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Figure 3: MRR results of the harm model and comparison model on 30music and MGU datasets. (a) 30music dataset. (b) MIGU dataset.
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MIGU datasets is shown in Figure 3. (e MRR values of the
harm model are better than the comparison method.
Compared with SASRec, they are increased by 10% and
5.6%, respectively on 30music and MIGU datasets. (is is
because, in music scenes, user preferences are often affected
by multidomain characteristics. Different users also pay
different attention to the characteristics of the same song.
(e harm model proposed in this paper can more finely
distinguish the preference differences of different users for
the same song and finely describe the song feature repre-
sentation so as to improve the quality of song
recommendation.

In addition, from the experimental results of the two
datasets, the index values of the harm model in the 30music
dataset are higher than the MIGU dataset because theMIGU
dataset is collected from the real production environment,
and the data sparsity is higher, while the 30music dataset is
obtained after specific cleaning.

6. Conclusions

(is paper proposes a music recommendation model based
on multilayer attention representation. (e existing music
recommendation systems cannot distinguish between the
nature of users’ preferences such as someone’s choice of the
singer or the composition of the song to effectively rec-
ommend music. Our proposed song recommendation
model is based on multilayer attention representation in
which we build a user-based attention network to learn song
representations. (en, we build a song-based attention
network to learn user-preference representations based on
the song representations listened to by users, and finally, we
use the learned user-preference representations and song
representations to predict the probability of users’ prefer-
ences for candidate songs and recommend the top N songs
with higher scores to the user. (e experimental results on
30music and MIGU datasets show that the experimental
results of the proposed model perform better in terms of
recall and MRR than the competitor methods. On 30music
and MIGU datasets, the recall index of the harm model is
improved by 49% and 44%, respectively compared with BPR;
theMRR index of the model is 10% and 5.6% higher than the
second-ranked SASRec, respectively.
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